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Washington, D.C. has a dark hidden history--one woman uncovers it and reveals a new
concept of American freedom. Politics, secrets, and interference from another realm-what does it all mean for planet earth?

"Liberation" re-launched in Phoenix, Arizona!
Liberation: Book One of The Andrusian Chronicles, ISBN 978-0984474544,
Copyright 2010, Revised 2nd edition-April 2011, 266 pages,$16.95
While living in Washington, D.C., author Maria Lucia was inspired to
write Liberation: Book One of the Andrusian Chronicles after visiting
monuments and the National Archives. Lucia felt an intangible sense of
power walking the streets of Washington, viewing the monuments, and
considering all that has happened to make the United States a land of
freedom.
Lucia's insight? That there was an awesomely powerful supernatural
agency in existence that was protecting this nation and planet, and that
it was based in Washington D.C.—only no one knew about it. As real
events, vivid impressions of other worlds, and fantastic visions of light
and dark forces gripped her, Lucia wrote Liberation as if the
Andrusian race were calling out to her to write their chronicles.
Now living in Phoenix AZ, Lucia is planning events to introduce Liberation to a new audience.
______________________

Amora Madre has just experienced the shock of her life. Not only has she learned that her
childhood imaginary friends are real, but they are not human. Amora, herself, is an Andrusian
(beings from a region of The Milky Way) and has been rebirthed as a human on planet Earth to
fulfill a mission. She soon finds herself in Washington, D.C., having been chosen by the
Intergalactic Supernatural Intelligence Agency (ISIA), a watchdog group intelligence agency
specializing in monitoring paranormal and supernatural events nationally and globally, to fight
an evil supernatural syndicate. The DSS (The Dark Spirit Syndicate) is determined to destroy
the balance of good and evil on Earth and interferes with the nations and the world’s
movement forward, leading to a terrible encounter over Washington, D.C.
Joining Amora in her task to defeat evil is a cast of unforgettable characters, not always with
much in common, but bonded together to save the Earth, starting with the United States, as
battle is waged in Washington, D.C. Among those characters are star leader Mawari; Gabriel
Ephraim, Amora's soul mate; Onaweyans, Casey and Nia; Love masters; unresolved spirits
who want to do good; Hakan, an enslaver of souls and generator of global crisis; and the spirits
of historical personages ranging from the Founding Fathers to Winston Churchill and Princess
Diana.
More...

"FINALLY THE TRUTH! Maria must be very well connected & aligned to bring this in at a
time humanity needs an alternative path to the_ apparent course of destruction we see right
before our eyes. I feel the "Andrusian Chronicles" provides the reader with permission_ to
easily evaluate one's own human evolutionary destiny. There ARE choices we need to make
NOW so we can return to what we were intended to be as HEART beings. Thanks for the
wakeup call Maria!" —Aeron Goldheart, CEO of Tesla Energy Lights
5-star review*****
There will be more threat to Washington than simply terrorists. "Liberation" is the first entry
into the Andrusian Chronicles following Amora and Gabriel as they face the spirit world and
extra terrestrials as they begin to threaten Washington DC, and are drawn into a web of deceit
and adventure throughout Earth and the many worlds it's connected to. "Liberation" is an
exciting work of fantasy, highly recommended.
— Midwest Book Review.com
About the Author: Born in Havana, Cuba, Maria Lucia immigrated to the
United States in 1960. A University of Memphis education graduate and a
professional musician and vocalist, she moved deeply into the study of
music and launched a very successful musical career. She spent many
years in private practice, facilitating her own seminars and counseling on
creativity. Her experience includes programs for gifted children in the
public school system and creativity seminars for musicians at the
university level. She has been a musical director for church programs, a
composer of music, and a producer of concerts. She has traveled
nationally, performing and delivering seminars for more than twenty
years. Lucia has just relocated to Phoenix, AZ.
Review Comments for Liberation:
"Once in awhile a novel comes along that doesn’t follow a traditional recipe. Liberation
combines science fiction,fantasy, historical fiction, and contemporary politics into a
metaphysical dish just right for the Aquarian Age palate. The story centers in Washington,
D.C. and follows Amora Madre as she discovers the deeper truth of her own existence, and
then becomes a key part of a galactic strike force battling to free the earth from the hold of
dark forces. Liberation is a great read for those who enjoy using their imagination
while reading fiction with a metaphysical twist." —New Spirit Journal, 2011
"An intriguing and gripping account of a world that sometimes merges fiction with reality. It
transports you to a time where the eternal struggle between good and evil is both thrilling and
evocative. The sense of being whirled around in rapid motion, and then thrown onto a
beautiful meadow where peace and tranquility reside, is captivating throughout this book...if
you enjoy rapid-fire events, merging, twirling and changing into something unexpected, this
book will enthrall you"! —from Arun Sardana, a reader.
"If you want to read something that will take you on an incredible journey for enjoyment,
information, or wisdom, take the time to read Maria Lucia's new book LIBERATION: Book 1
of the Andrusian Chronicles. It will open your eyes to many possibilities. You will be
anxiously waiting for Book II."
— Karen Robison, Co-Producer, www.whatifitreallyworks.com
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